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Abstract: Analyzing the coupled coordination of the digital economy (DE) and agricultural green development (AGD) and exploring the main influencing factors affecting their coupled coordination are key to achieving high-quality and sustainable development in agriculture. These measures are also crucial for achieving the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In this study, we constructed a comprehensive evaluation system including two subsystems, DE and AGD, and firstly measured the development of DE and AGD and their trends in 13 provinces in China’s main grain-producing areas during the decade from 2012 to 2021 using EW-TOPSIS. Secondly, the coupling coordination development (CCD) model was used to analyze the static results and dynamic evolution process of CCD of the DE and AGD subsystems in the study area. Finally, the gray correlation degree (GCD) model was used to identify the main influencing factors in the interaction between the two systems in 2012 and 2021. The results show the following: (1) The development levels of DE and AGD generally rose during the study period, but the development level gap between regions was obvious, and the development of DE relatively lagged behind. (2) The level of CCD increased year by year, and the overall process changed from “uncoordinated” to “coordinated”. (3) At the beginning of the study period, the development achievements of DE had a great impact on the process of AGD. The application of advanced agricultural technology in the AGD system and the process of agricultural industry upgrading had a profound impact on the development of DE. However, a decade later, the main factors had changed. This paper analyzes the results of the above empirical study in time and space, aiming to provide policymakers with new working ideas to achieve the SDGs.
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1. Introduction

In June 2020, the United Nations released a briefing on the impact of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) on the global food system. This briefing highlighted the negative effects of various factors, including geographical conflicts, environmental degradation, and resource scarcity, on the food system. It also projected that 49 million people worldwide will fall into extreme poverty and experience severe food shortages in the next few years. Agriculture is the primary industry responsible for ensuring food security and economic development [1]. However, agricultural development also results in significant carbon emissions [2], which contribute to the deterioration of the global environment and climate change [3]. Currently, environmental issues are gaining increasing global attention [4]. Many countries and regions are facing the challenge of balancing economic development and environmental protection [5]. In this context, the emergence of the green development model is considered a fundamental solution to balance ecological and environmental problems and maintain the normal operation of society [6].
The incompatibility between the actions of humanity, the advancement of society, and the natural environment mainly comes from inappropriate modes of production. The solution to this contradiction lies in the scientific adjustment of humans’ utilization of natural resources [7]. This implies that a reasonable mode of production (such as green production) is not only conducive to solving the problem of environmental degradation but is also the basis of long-term socio-economic good [8]. In essence, the concept of “agricultural green development” represents a model of green development that seeks to achieve the coordination of the agricultural economy, society, and the ecological environment through the transformation of all agricultural links to green and sustainable development [4]. The advancement of sustainable agricultural practices represents a pivotal aspect of attaining the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals [9]. Consequently, although the promotion of green and high-quality agricultural development is in line with the prevailing global trend in agricultural development [10], the challenge for policymakers is to allocate production factors in a more scientific and reasonable manner, improving agricultural production efficiency while ensuring the rational utilization of resources and the environment [11].

The emergence and rapid popularization of the digital economy may be able to solve this challenge [12]. The digital economy is a series of economic activities with data as production factors and information and communication technologies (ICT) and artificial intelligence as carriers [13]. It is characterized by a reduction in environmental pollution in production activities through the innovation of sustainable production technology [14]. Furthermore, it provides efficient guidance for the rapid and rational allocation of resources, thus enabling high-quality economic development [15]. The digital economy, as an advanced and sustainable economic form [16], has had a considerable impact on the development of the real economy [17]. The in-depth integration of the two has provided a new impetus for achieving sustainable development [18].

The existing research shows that the digital economy primarily facilitates the advancement and utilization of digital technology to positively impact the sustainable development of agriculture [19]. This is because digital technology can significantly assist farmers with addressing the issue of information asymmetry, expediting the dissemination of agricultural knowledge, reducing the complexity of understanding agricultural knowledge, and enabling farmers to more rationally allocate the production materials in their possession [20]. The production and management mode of agriculture in the process of sustainable transformation and greening will also address the obstacles to the development of the digital economy from the resource, environmental, social, and other perspectives, promoting the development of the digital economy [4,21]. Thanks to the coupled and coordinated development of the two, China’s “Internet + modern agriculture” campaign has not only achieved remarkable results in improving agricultural total factor productivity, increasing rural residents’ income, improving the rural living environment, and other aspects, but also provided support for promoting the integration of primary, secondary, and tertiary industries and providing support for the stable development of the social economy. According to system theory, when the elements of a system display scientific, orderly arrangement and combination, the system will display a ‘1 + 1 > 2’ effect [22]—that is, the coordinated development of the two plays a role in promoting the development of the national economy and industry which is greater than the role of each system alone.

Therefore, the emergence of the digital economy has provided new ideas for each country to realize green sustainable development, and the interaction between the digital economy and agricultural green development has received more and more attention. This study utilizes panel data from 13 provinces in China’s major grain-producing areas from 2012 to 2021. It first discusses the mechanism of their interaction, drawing on existing literature studies, and then reorganizes and classifies the index dimensions and specific variables selected by previous scholars when studying the two subsystems of the digital economy and agricultural green development. A comprehensive evaluation system consisting of two subsystems is established. Secondly, the development level of the comprehensive evaluation system is quantified using the EW-TOPSIS evaluation method. The static results
and dynamic evolution process of the coupled and coordinated development of the two systems are explored using the CCD model. The results of the CCD are analyzed from the perspective of system theory. Thirdly, the grey correlation model (GCD) is used to explore the main influencing factors in the interaction between the digital economy and agricultural green development and the changes in the main influencing factors. Finally, the results of this study are presented and discussed (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The evaluation framework of the DE and AGD.

Specifically, this study intends to answer the following three questions:

1. What is the level and trend of the digital economy and agricultural green development in China’s main grain-producing areas?

2. How did the degree of coupling and coordination between the two subsystems of the digital economy and agricultural green development in China’s main grain-producing areas change during the decade from 2012 to 2021?

3. What are the main influencing factors of the interaction between the digital economy and agricultural green development, and have the main influencing factors changed over time?
2. Literature Review and Mechanism Analysis

2.1. The Impact of Digital Economy on Green Agricultural Development

The first is the development of the Internet brought about by the digital economy, which enables farmers to access a wider range of fertilizers, technical information, and other resources, thereby facilitating precision fertilization and reducing the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers [23]. This has the effect of significantly improving agricultural green total factor productivity [10].

The second factor is the innovation of production technology brought about by the digital economy. This has enabled the precise control of all aspects of agricultural production through the development of drones, the Internet of Things, and facility agriculture [20]. The advent of innovative production technology has facilitated communication and collaboration among various industries engaged in agricultural production [24], while simultaneously enhancing the efficiency of land output in a manner that is both environmentally responsible and technologically advanced.

The third factor is the development of e-commerce, which has been enabled by the digital economy. E-commerce platforms can provide real-time market information, simplify the supply chain of agricultural products [25], and provide a basis for optimizing the structure of the agricultural industry [26], and its supporting logistics network reduces the cost of agricultural product distribution [27]. On the one hand, it reduces the waste of resources due to information asymmetry in all aspects of agricultural operations. On the other hand, it promotes the development of the agricultural economy and increases farmers’ incomes.

Finally, there is the digitalization of the financial sector brought about by the digital economy. Since green agricultural production methods often require higher investment costs and longer payback periods [28], and farmers are subject to more credit constraints in their access to finance, the traditional financial services model will inhibit farmers from adopting green agricultural production methods [29]. Digital finance thus emerges with its advantage of low financing cost, solving previous issues such as the difficulty of financing farmers and the high cost of financing, which hindered providing financial assistance to green agricultural production, broadening the service scope of the financial industry, and providing long-term financial support for the transformation of agricultural production methods in rural areas [30].

Nevertheless, a small number of scholars maintain that the digital economy will enhance purchasing power, thereby expanding the scale of consumption of commodities. This, in turn, will intensify environmental pollution in multiple areas of production, storage, logistics, etc. [31,32], thus hindering the process of green development of agriculture.

2.2. The Impact of Green Agricultural Development on the Digital Economy

Firstly, in terms of the improvement of the resource environment brought about by the green development of agriculture, a good ecological environment is a prerequisite for the development of various industries, including the digital information industry [33]. Sufficient natural resources can positively affect the development of the digital economy through their positive impact on technological innovation [34].

Secondly, in terms of the impact of green agricultural development on scientific and technological innovation, it can be observed that the deterioration of the living environment brought about by the rough and disorderly development of agriculture will widen the gap between the rich and the poor in the region [35], reduce the well-being of residents [36], and increase the probability of illegal and criminal activities [37]. The aforementioned consequences will directly affect the migration and retention of high-level skilled personnel in the region. It is evident that high-level skilled personnel play a crucial role in the development of high-tech industries, including the digital economy [38]. On the other hand, the deterioration of the living environment will result in the migration of labor and financial resources to the field of environmental governance. This will lead to a lack of human and financial resources for the application and popularization of advanced science
and technology in infrastructure construction, thus limiting the development of the digital economy [39].

Finally, the economic benefits of green development in agriculture are as follows. On the one hand, climate change and air pollution caused by agricultural development not only have a negative impact on the quality of human life but also on the efficiency of agricultural production in the future. This leads to a decline in overall social productivity [40], and the deterioration of economic benefits will naturally limit the development of the digital economy. On the other hand, when agricultural producers see that with the development of the digital economy, green financial services [41] are being more and more widely used to promote the development of environmentally friendly agricultural production methods and have achieved certain results, the willingness of farmers to use green financial services will further increase, and the demand for the digital economy will also rise, thus promoting the development of the digital economy [42]. Nevertheless, a small number of scholars have posited that the green development model of agriculture may diminish agricultural production efficiency, potentially impeding the smooth operation of the social economy in the short term [43], thereby constraining the growth of the digital economy.

2.3. The Interaction Mechanism of the Two and the Method of Studying the Interaction

A review of the existing literature reveals that the digital economy can affect the green development of agriculture in numerous ways, while the green development of agriculture will also have an impact on the development of the digital economy in numerous ways. In other words, the digital economy and agricultural green development are interconnected and interact with each other. The coordinated development of these two factors plays a driving role in the development of the national economy and society, but the mechanisms of this role are not yet clear. Therefore, if we only study the unidirectional driving role of the digital economy in the green development of agriculture or only explore the role of the green development of agriculture in digital economic development, it is evident that the overall consideration of the system will be lacking. Consequently, it is essential to investigate the reciprocal relationship between the digital economy and green development in agriculture. This entails examining the manner in which the two systems interact, the factors that influence this interaction, and the measures that can be employed to coordinate and balance the interaction and shared development of the two systems.

In terms of research methods for studying the interaction between two systems, the coupled coordination model has been demonstrated to be an effective research method [44]. This method has the capacity to not only report the static situation of the coupling coordination development of the two subsystems through the coupling coordination degree score but also to demonstrate the evolution process from disorder to ordered coordination through the interaction and mutual influence of the internal variables of the system, as evidenced by the change in the coupling coordination degree (CCD) [45,46]. The current research focus is mainly on theoretical research on the correlation or causation between the digital economy and agricultural green development. The dynamic coupling coordination process and interaction relationship of the two subsystems are quantitatively analyzed based on time and space, and there are few studies on the main influencing factors in the interaction between the two subsystems and the changes in the main influencing factors over time. Therefore, this study takes the digital economy system and the agricultural green development system as two subsystems, constructs the coupled coordination evaluation index system, compares the time and space changes relating to the coupled coordination degree (CCD) of the two through the actual measurement results, identifies the main influencing factors at different times, and discusses the improvement of the coordinated development level of the two based on the empirical results.
3. Evaluation System Establishment, Research Scope, and Data Sources

3.1. Evaluation System Establishment

3.1.1. Digital Economy (DE)

At present, the academic community has not reached a complete consensus on the comprehensive evaluation method for the digital economy [47], but it is generally recognized that the necessary condition for the development of the digital economy is to ensure a solid infrastructure [48] and to create a good environment for the development of the digital economy by combining development with traditional industries [49].

From a macro perspective, the development level of the digital economy can be evaluated by integrating the development level of Internet technology and digital inclusive finance [50]. At the micro level, the first indicator is the promotion of the “new infrastructure strategy” to provide basic guarantees for the “digital age”, namely “digital infrastructure construction” [51]; the second is the process of digital transformation and upgrading of traditional industries, namely “industrial digitalization” [52]; and the third is the medium of advanced science and technology in the application process, namely “digital industrialization” [53]. The above three indicators classify specific variables such as “Internet users”, “mobile phone penetration rate”, “digital industry employment number”, “post and telecommunications business scale”, “high-tech industry income”, “digital financial coverage”, and “R&D investment of industrial enterprises above designated size” [54–56].

The specific variables included in previous studies have been able to comprehensively cover all aspects of measuring the development level of the digital economy, but different scholars have demonstrated great differences in the specific variables included in the index of “industrial digitalization” and “digital industrialization”, and their research results are also different. In order to perform a more comprehensive and clear measurement of the development level of the digital economy and take into account the availability and reliability of data, this research reorganizes all of the specific variables according to the classification method by Yuqing Geng [57]. These variables are classified according to the four indicators of “digital economy infrastructure”, “digital economy development environment”, “digital economy input”, and “digital economy output”. After eliminating the multicollinearity among the indicators, 12 specific variables were selected to construct the digital economy evaluation index system (the first half of Table 1).

3.1.2. Agricultural Green Development (AGD)

The evaluation index system of agricultural green development mainly includes the following three aspects: first, the main problem that agricultural green development aims to solve, namely “resources and environment” [58]; the second is the goal of agricultural green development, namely “supply of agricultural products” [59] and “agricultural economic benefits” [60]; and the third is the main measure of green agricultural development, namely “advanced technology application” [61].

Specifically, the specific variables of the ecological environment and natural resources mainly include “sowing area” [62], “water resources consumption” [63], “agricultural fertilizer” [64], “application of pesticides” [65], and “use of agricultural mulch” [66]. The specific variables of the agricultural product supply dimension mainly include “grain output” [67], “green innovation of agricultural enterprises”, “green agricultural product supply” [68], and other related variables. The specific variables of the application dimension of agricultural advanced technology are “the number of agricultural patented technologies” [69], “agricultural technology training”, and “financial support for sustainable agricultural development” [70].
Table 1. Comprehensive evaluation system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital economy (DE)</td>
<td>Foundation (DE-1)</td>
<td>Number of broadband access users (ten thousand households) (DE-11) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile phone base station density (1/km²) (DE-12) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile phones per 100 people (DE-13) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environment (DE-2)</td>
<td>Proportion of e-commerce transaction activities of enterprises (DE-21) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of postal and express parcels (ten thousand pieces) (DE-22) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Digital Financial Inclusion Index (DE-23) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input (DE-3)</td>
<td>R&amp;D expenditure of industrial enterprises above the designated size (DE-31) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of employees in the information service industry (ten thousand people) (DE-32) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The number of websites per 100 enterprises (DE-33) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output (DE-4)</td>
<td>Enterprise e-commerce transaction volume (RMB 100 million yuan) (DE-41) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Revenue from software and information technology services as a proportion of GDP (DE-42) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of invention patent applications (granted) (DE-43) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Green Development (AGD)</td>
<td>Resource utilization and environmental protection (AGD-1)</td>
<td>Total sown area of crops (thousand hectares) (AGD-11) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The proportion of the effective irrigated area (AGD-12) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amount of agricultural plastic film used (tons)/total sown area of crops (thousand hectares) (AGD-13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The amount of chemical fertilizer and pesticide used per unit sown area (AGD-14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Utilization rate of livestock and poultry manure (AGD-15) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Investment in environmental pollution control (100 million yuan) (AGD-16) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agricultural supply and economic benefits (AGD-2)</td>
<td>There are several professional cooperatives per 10,000 people in rural areas (AGD-21) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total value of farm output (AGD-22) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total grain output (AGD-23) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The per capita disposable income ratio of rural and urban residents (AGD-24) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced technology and industrial upgrading (AGD-3)</td>
<td>That year, the new green, organic food certification and geographical indication of agricultural products registration number (AGD-31) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Development of agricultural products processing industry (proportion) (AGD-32) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The proportion of facility agriculture (AGD-33) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of environmental and agrometeorological observation stations (AGD-34) +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Like the index system of the digital economy, scholars have performed a comprehensive selection of specific variables, but there are still large differences in how scholars classify different variables. In order to more comprehensively and accurately evaluate the level of green agricultural development in the study area, based on the specific variables selected in the above evaluation system, this study refers to the definition of sustainable agriculture provided by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, which refers to “technically appropriate, economically feasible, socially acceptable and environmentally non-degrading agricultural activities” [71]. The specific variables of the agricultural green development subsystem were classified into three dimensions—“Resource utilization and environmental protection”, “Agricultural supply and economic benefits”, and “Advanced technology and industrial upgrading”—and a total of 14 specific variables were selected to construct the evaluation index system of agricultural green development (the second half of Table 1).

3.1.3. Abbreviations of Key Variables

Since there are many variables involved in this study and their names are long, the abbreviations or numbers of variables will be used to replace their variable names in the following studies. Specifically, the two subsystems “Digital economy” and “Agricultural Green Development” are abbreviated as “DE” and “AGD”. The names of indicators in the DE subsystem are abbreviated as “DE-1”–“DE-4”, and the names of specific variables in all indicators are abbreviated as “DE-11”–“DE-43”. The names of indicators in the AGD subsystem are abbreviated as “AGD-1”–“AGD-3”, and the names of specific variables in each indicator are abbreviated as “AGD-11”–“AGD-34”.

3.2. Research Scope and Data Sources

China produces a quarter of the world’s food with less than a tenth of the world’s arable land, feeding 1.4 billion people [72]. However, the uneven distribution of water resources, the excessive use of agricultural chemicals, and the degradation of land resources have had a profound impact on China’s agricultural development [73]. The rapid consumption of resources and the continuous deterioration of the environment are seriously hindering the development of various industries [22]. In order to change this situation as soon as possible, in the Paris Agreement, China clearly put forward a “dual carbon” goal—that is, a “carbon peak” by 2030 and “carbon neutrality” by 2060. In this context, China urgently needs to transform its agricultural development mode to achieve green and sustainable development [9].

China is the world’s largest grain producer [74]. China’s current grain production layout was established in 2003–2004, and 13 provinces (autonomous regions)—Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Liaoning, Jiangsu, Anhui, Jiangxi, Shandong, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, and Sichuan (13 provincial-level units)—were identified as major grain-producing regions based on indicators of grain production, per capita consumption, and commercial grain stocks. The total grain output of the 13 provinces in China’s main grain-producing areas accounts for more than 78 percent of the country’s total grain output, playing a crucial role in ensuring national food security. With the continuous promotion of China’s “digital countryside” strategy, the digital economy has gradually become the driving force for the transformation of the agricultural production mode to achieve green and sustainable development [75] and has played a positive role in the green and sustainable development of China’s agriculture [76]. However, according to the Research Report on ‘China’s Digital Economy Development’, in 2022, the penetration rate of the digital economy in China’s agricultural industry was only 10.5%, which was far lower than that of the secondary and tertiary industries, indicating that there is still much room for improvement in the participation of digital economy in agricultural production. Therefore, the research on the interaction between the digital economy and agricultural green development conducted in China’s major grain-producing areas is representative, and the research results have certain
reference significance for achieving the overall balanced development of the DE and AGD in China and even in the world.

The 13 major grain-producing areas of China (Figure 2) geographically cover the eastern, central, northern, and western parts of the country. The eastern region, including Jiangsu and Anhui Provinces, has a humid climate and abundant water resources. The central region includes Henan, Hubei, Hunan, and Jiangxi Provinces. The land in this region is fertile and it is a traditional agricultural area. The northern region, which includes Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Inner Mongolia, Hebei, and Shandong Provinces, has vast plains and fertile black land. It is an important grain production and animal husbandry base in China. The western region of Sichuan Province, with its unique geographical and climatic conditions, is an important area for rice production. This study selected panel data from 2012 to 2021 to conduct a series of studies on the development status, coupling coordination degree, and main influencing factors of the DE and AGD in the major grain-producing areas of China. The data in this study mainly came from the China Statistical Yearbook (https://www.stats.gov.cn/sj/ndsj/, accessed on 11 November 2023), the China Rural Statistical Yearbook (https://kns.cnki.net/knavi/yearbooks/YMCTJ/detail?uniplatform=NZKPT, accessed on 15 November 2023), the China Environmental Statistical Yearbook (https://kns.cnki.net/knavi/yearbooks/YCXTJ/detail?uniplatform=NZKPT, accessed on 22 November 2023), the China Urban and Rural Construction Statistical Yearbook (https://kns.cnki.net/knavi/yearbooks/YCXTJ/detail?uniplatform=NZKPT, accessed on 22 November 2023), the China Digital Economy Development Research Report (http://www.caict.ac.cn/kxyj/qwfb/bps/, accessed on 29 November 2023), provincial statistical yearbooks, and the website for China Green Food Development Center. The digitalization degree of inclusive finance was measured according to the Digital Financial Inclusion Index jointly compiled by the Digital Finance Research Center of Peking University and the Ant Technology Group Research Institute [27]. The data sources were all national or industry authorities, ensuring the accuracy of empirical results. The linear interpolation method was used to complete missing data in a specific time or region.

Figure 2. Study area.
4. Methodology and Calculation Process

4.1. EW-TOPSIS

Entropy weighting is a mathematical method used to determine the weight of each index in a system by evaluating the degree of dispersion of the index, which is widely used and scientifically researched for its objectivity and comprehensiveness [78]. TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) can make full use of raw data. TOPSIS is a scientific and effective comprehensive evaluation method that calculates and ranks the comprehensive distance of each solution set from the best to the worst solution [79]. The EW-TOPSIS method combines these two methods while retaining the objectivity, comprehensiveness, and accuracy of the results [80]. Based on existing research paradigms [21,81], the calculation process of EW-TOPSIS in this study was as follows:

1) Data standardization: The first step requires dimensionless processing of the original data to make the different indicators comparable. In this study, the “Extreme Value” method was used to process the positive indicators, as shown in (1), and the processing method for the negative indicators is shown in (2), where \( X_{ab} \) represents the \( a \)-th variable in the \( b \) region of the index system and \( x_{ab} \) is the original value:

\[
\text{Positive indicators : } X_{ab} = \frac{x_{ab} - \min x_{ab}}{\max x_{ab} - \min x_{ab}} \quad (a = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \quad (b = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Negative indicators : } X_{ji} = \frac{\max x_{ij} - x_{ij}}{\max x_{ij} - \min x_{ij}} \quad (i = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \quad (j = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \tag{2}
\]

(2) Calculate the coefficient of variation, entropy, and weight: Entropy \( E \) with coefficient of variation \( V \) can more accurately reflect the degree of dispersion among indicator data. Therefore, the second step needed to calculate the coefficient of variation (such as Formula (3)), the entropy value of each index (such as Formula (4)), and the final weight (such as Formula (5)). The final weight \( W \) obtained represents the importance degree of the index in the comprehensive evaluation system, which prepares for the following TOPSIS calculation.

\[
V_{ab} = \frac{X_{ab}}{\sum_{b=1}^{m} X_{ab}} \quad (a = 1, 2, \ldots, n, b = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \tag{3}
\]

\[
E_{ab} = -\frac{1}{\ln m} \left( \sum_{j=b}^{m} V_{ab} \ln V_{ab} \right) \quad (a = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \tag{4}
\]

\[
W_{ab} = \frac{1 - E_{ab}}{\sum_{b=1}^{n} (1 - E_{ab})} \quad (a = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \tag{5}
\]

(3) TOPSIS is actually based on the original data matrix after standardization, and the cosine method is used to find out the optimal and worst schemes (represented by vectors) among all the schemes. Then, the distance (Euclidean distance) between each evaluation object and the optimal scheme and the worst scheme is calculated, respectively, and the ranking is established according to the distance, which is used as the basis for the evaluation of superiority and inferiority. So, for the calculation of TOPSIS, the positive and negative ideal solutions should be specified first (6), and then the Euclidean distance should be calculated (7).

\[
f_{ab} = W_{ab} \times X_{ab} \quad (a = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \quad (b = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \tag{6}
\]

\[
f_{b}^{+} = \max f_{ab}
\]

\[
f_{b}^{-} = \min f_{ab}
\]
The positive ideal and negative ideal are interpreted as:

\[
\begin{align*}
 f_+ &= (f_1^+, f_2^+, f_3^+, \ldots, f_m^+) \\
 f^- &= (f_1^-, f_2^-, f_3^-, \ldots, f_m^-)
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, the positive ideal and negative ideal solution’s European distances are represented as:

\[
\begin{align*}
 S_{+b} &= \sqrt{\sum_{a=1}^{n} (f_{ab} - f_{1b})^2} \\
 S_{-b} &= \sqrt{\sum_{b=1}^{n} (f_{ab} - f_{1b})^2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(7)

(4) Calculate the final score D of the final index and variable (0 ≤ D ≤ 1)

\[
D_b = \frac{S_{-b}}{S_{+b} + S_{-b}} (a = 1, 2, \ldots, n, b = 1, 2, \ldots, n)
\]  

(8)

4.2. Coupling Coordination Development (CCD)

The coupling coordination degree model can be used to evaluate the degree of coordination development and its dynamic evolution between two subsystems or system elements [82]. Based on the existing research paradigm, the coupling degree model of the digital economy and agricultural green development system was constructed in this study as follows [83]:

(1) Calculate the coupling degree C of the two systems. The first step of the coupling coordination degree model was to evaluate the coupling size of the data with the concept of “coupling”, with a larger value indicating a stronger interaction strength between the systems. In Formula (9), \(D_1\) and \(D_2\) are the EW-TOPSIS scores of the digital economy and the agricultural green development system, respectively.

\[
C = \left\{ \frac{D_1 \times D_2}{(D_1 + D_2)^2} \right\}^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]  

(9)

(2) Calculate the coupling coordination degree (CCD) of the two systems: The second step was to calculate the coupling coordination degree between the DE and AGD. \(\lambda\) and \(\gamma\) are the coefficients, considering that the two subsystems of the digital economy and agricultural green development are of the same importance, so set \(\lambda = \gamma = 0.5\)

\[
CCD = \sqrt{C \times (\lambda D_1 + \gamma D_2)}
\]  

(10)

4.3. Study on Influencing Factors (Gray Correlation Degree)

Based on the grey system theory, grey correlation degree analysis determines whether the reference sequence and the comparison sequence are closely related according to the similarity of their geometric shapes. It is mainly used to analyze the correlation between various factors in the two systems [84]. The grey correlation degree method can be used to explore unknown correlations under limited known data. This method has been successfully applied to research on major influencing factors in many fields [85,86]. The calculation process for the grey correlation degree in this study was as follows:

(1) Determine the reference sequence and comparison sequence: In order to calculate the grey correlation degree between the two subsystems of DE and AGD, the index or variable of AGD was set as the comparison sequence \(S_x\), and the index or variable of the DE was set as the reference sequence \(S_y\).
\[ S_x = (s_x(1), s_x(2), s_x(3), \ldots, s_x(n)), x = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, a \]
\[ S_y = (s_y(1), s_y(2), s_y(3), \ldots, s_y(n)), y = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, b \]

(2) Calculate the correlation coefficient of the two sequences \( \zeta_{yx}(t) \), where \( \rho \) is defined as 0.5
\[
\zeta_{yx}(t) = \frac{\min \min |s_y(t) - s_x(t)| + \rho \max \max |s_y(t) - s_x(t)|}{|s_y(t) - s_x(t)| + \rho \max \max |s_y(t) - s_x(t)|}
\]

(3) Calculate the gray correlation degree of the two sequences.
\[
r_{yx} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} \zeta_{yx}(t)
\]

(4) Organize GCD into matrix form.
\[
R = \begin{bmatrix}
    r_{11} & r_{12} & \cdots & r_{1x} \\
    r_{21} & r_{22} & \cdots & r_{2x} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    r_{y1} & r_{y2} & \cdots & r_{yx}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

5. Results and Discussion

In order to more clearly summarize and analyze the level of digital economic development and agricultural green development in the 13 studied provinces in the past 10 years, this paper divides the measurement results of development level \( D \) into five levels \([87]\) by referring to existing studies. The measurement results of CCD are divided into eight grades \([88]\). The specific division is shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Grade division of D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>(0.8–1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>(0.6–0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>(0.4–0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>(0.2–0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>(0–0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Classification of CCD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superiorly coordinated</td>
<td>(0.8, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearly coordinated</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slightly uncoordinated</td>
<td>(0.3, 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately coordinated</td>
<td>(0.7, 0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately uncoordinated</td>
<td>(0.2, 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primarily coordinated</td>
<td>(0.6, 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severely uncoordinated</td>
<td>(0, 0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Development Level of the Digital Economy

5.1.1. The Level of Development Varies over Time

Changes in the level of digital economic development over time in China’s main grain-producing regions are shown in Table 4 and Figure 3. From a macro point of view, the digital economic development levels of the 13 provinces in China’s main grain-producing regions all improved during the period of 2012–2021. However, the best and the worst span five levels, and the overall development gap is very significant, and this development gap gradually became larger in this 10-year period, with no obvious tendency for narrowing.
Table 4. DE development level of each province from 2012 to 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heilongjiang</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebei</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liaoning</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jilin</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangsu</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhui</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangxi</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shandong</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henan</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubei</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunan</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sichuan</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. DE-D’s temporal changes.

Specifically, with regard to the level of digital economic development, 92.3 percent of the regions were outside of the lowest rank by 2021. Four provinces—Jiangsu, Shandong, Henan, and Sichuan—have scores in the top four in terms of their digital economic development level, and these four provinces are also in the top four in terms of their GDP rankings among the 13 provinces. This indicates that the economic development of these four regions is in a better condition, and the local governments may have more abundant financial revenues to support the development of the digital economy and have indeed achieved some results. In Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, Anhui, Jiangxi, Hubei, and Hunan, the level of development of the digital economy displayed relatively less satisfactory results, at the “Average” level. Local governments can consider increasing their attention on the development of the digital economy so that the scale and quality of the region’s digital economic development can be improved. Although the digital economy of Heilongjiang Province has not made a leap in terms of its rating, it has increased fourfold compared to its 2012 rating. Considering the actual situation of economic development and the foundation of digital economic development in Heilongjiang Province, it can be seen that the local government has implemented a lot of effective measures to improve the development level of the digital economy in the region, despite the fact that the financial income is not great.
5.1.2. Spatial Distribution of Development Levels of the Digital Economy

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the 10-year overall level of digital economic development in 13 provinces in China’s main grain-producing areas, in which it can be more intuitively seen that the development of the digital economy is not balanced, and the level of development of the digital economy in the southeastern coastal region is significantly better than that in the north.

Jiangsu Province, which has the best digital economy, is an important part of the Yangtze River Delta region, bordering Zhejiang and Shanghai. Zhejiang Province is home to Alibaba, one of China’s largest Internet companies, and Shanghai is one of China’s economic, financial, and trade centers, both of which have strong economic power and science and innovation capabilities. Therefore, Jiangsu Province is uniquely positioned geographically to develop the digital economy.

Heilongjiang Province, with the worst digital economic development, is geographically unique in that it is located in the most northeastern corner of China and is geographically remote. The population density is less than 70 people per square kilometer, which is one-tenth of the population density of Jiangsu Province, and the GDP has also been at the bottom of the rankings in recent years. As a traditional agricultural province, its main industries are based on large-scale agricultural production, and its industrial structure is relatively homogeneous. Various factors have led to the development of its digital economy and the environment requiring much further optimization. It is worth noting that, in the recently closed Development of Intelligent Agriculture Conference in Heilongjiang Province, 23 leading digital economy enterprises, colleges and universities, scientific research institutions, and intelligent agriculture service enterprises reached a consensus on strategic cooperation aimed at utilizing local conditions, digital technology, and the agricultural industry to further increase the depth of integration and development. Combined with the more optimistic development momentum of the digital economy in the region, this initiative will certainly bring about new opportunities for the development of the digital economy in Heilongjiang Province.
5.2. Development Level of Agricultural Green Development

5.2.1. The Level of Development Varies over Time

Changes over time in the level of green development of agriculture in China’s main grain-producing regions are shown in Table 5 and Figure 5. Overall, the level of green agricultural development in the 13 provinces had different degrees of improvement between 2012 and 2021, but the overall degree of change was not as large as that in the level of digital economic development.

Table 5. AGD development level of each province from 2012 to 2021.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Heilongjiang</th>
<th>Hebei</th>
<th>Inner Mongolia</th>
<th>Liaoning</th>
<th>Jilin</th>
<th>Jiangsu</th>
<th>Anhui</th>
<th>Shandong</th>
<th>Henan</th>
<th>Hubei</th>
<th>Hunan</th>
<th>Sichuan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.535</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the AGD development levels for each province (Heilongjiang, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Sichuan) from 2012 to 2021. The values represent the agricultural green development level, with higher numbers indicating a higher level of development.

Figure 5. AGD-D’s temporal changes.

Specifically, Heilongjiang, Jiangsu, Shandong, Henan, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Anhui, and Sichuan are the eight provinces that achieved a “Reasonable” level of green agricultural development in 2021. Within this level, four provinces, Heilongjiang, Jiangsu, Shandong, and Henan, scored higher. Liaoning, Jilin, Jiangxi, Hunan, and Hubei are the five provinces with poor agricultural green development levels, only reaching the “Average” level, with Jiangxi ranking last.

It is worth paying attention to Heilongjiang Province because of its superior agricultural green development score compared to all the other provinces. In the 10-year study period, in only one year, 2016, was it slightly behind Shandong Province; in the
other nine years, it remained first. This shows that Heilongjiang Province has a relatively strong foundation for the green development of agriculture. On the one hand, it constantly adheres to the innovation and promotion of agricultural science and technology (at present, the province has more than 6000 monitoring points for crop pests and epidemics, 19,000 sets of supporting monitoring equipment, and 31,000 plant protection drones, which is the highest number in the country). On the other hand, it continues to promote the reduction in fertilizer and pesticide application (there are more than 70 demonstration projects of green prevention and control technologies in the province). There have been many initiatives to protect black soil arable land resources and to achieve the green development of agriculture in this province, also leading to the spread of advanced ideas about the green development of agriculture to other provinces.

Another province of note is Jiangsu Province, which has achieved similar results despite having less arable land resources than Heilongjiang Province. The reason for this can be attributed to various factors. On the one hand, the fact that Jiangsu Province has a relatively rich array of green financial instruments helps in its agricultural development. The Bank of Jiangsu is the country’s second equatorial bank, and the Bank of Nanjing (Nanjing is the capital of Jiangsu) set up a green finance working group as early as 2014. The number of green insurance businesses, such as those in the fields of environmental pollution liability insurance, agricultural catastrophe insurance, and ship pollution liability insurance, is quite high. On the other hand, the reformation of the certification system for pollution-free agricultural products and the construction of green and high-quality agricultural product bases in Jiangsu Province were both carried out very early. Jiangsu Province is the largest province in China in terms of the number of green food enterprises, with a total of 2484 green food enterprises, 145 organic agricultural enterprises, and the implementation of 64 geographical indications of agricultural products protection projects. The huge economic aggregation and the continuous optimization of the industrial structure have provided strong support for the green development of agriculture.

The lowest score is displayed by Jiangxi Province. On the one hand, its total area of arable land is the lowest among the 13 grain-producing areas; on the other hand, according to the statistics of Jiangxi Province Agricultural and Rural Affairs Department over the years, the average annual level of land output in Jiangxi Province is only 70% of the national average, indicating that the effectiveness of the use of land is not sufficient. Jiangxi Province is an economically underdeveloped province, with less financial support, and the green development of agriculture faces greater constraints in terms of resources and economic benefits. However, what is encouraging is that its agricultural green development score rose from 0.142 in 2012 to 0.294 in 2021, with a percentage increase of more than 100 percent, which is the highest among all the provinces within the scope of this study, indicating that a series of green development policy initiatives have begun to bear fruit, and the gap in the level of green development in agriculture is expected to become smaller and smaller.

5.2.2. Spatial Distribution of the Development Level of Agricultural Green Development

Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of the overall level of agricultural green development in 13 provinces in China’s main grain-producing areas over the past 10 years. In the map in Figure 6, it can be seen that the four provinces of Heilongjiang, Jiangsu, Shandong, and Henan, which have the highest level of agricultural green development among China’s main grain-producing areas, are geographically located mainly in the Northeast Plain, the Lower Yangtze River Plain, and the North China Plain. Heilongjiang, Henan, and Shandong Provinces rank among the top three provinces in China with regard to arable land. Although the arable land area of Jiangsu Province is not as large as the others, the plains in this province account for about 87% of the province’s area, and there are many lakes, and the proportion of both plains and water areas ranks first among all provinces in the country. Therefore, outstanding achievements in agricultural green development need to have the corresponding support of agricultural resources to a certain extent.
It can be seen that the richness of arable land resources can indeed limit the level of green agricultural development, but the backwardness of arable land resources is not enough to lead to the worst level of green agricultural development.

### 5.3. Comparison of the Two Systems

In this study, in order to investigate whether the development levels of the two subsystems, the digital economy and agricultural green development, are synchronized in the development process over time, the score of the development level of the digital economy (D1) is compared with the score of the level of green development of agriculture (D2), and the difference between D1 and D2 in each province from 2012 to 2021 is organized over time, as shown in Figure 7.

Geographically, the worst level of green development of agriculture can be seen in Jiangxi Province; its terrain is mainly mountainous and hilly, limiting large-scale agricultural development and mechanization development, thus affecting production efficiency. However, Sichuan Province also has topographical problems, with nearly 80% of the province’s arable land being located in hilly and mountainous areas, and there are many slopes greater than 6°, representing “slope arable land”. Although the arable land environment in Sichuan Province is complex, the green development of agriculture in this province can still achieve much better results than in Jiangxi Province, which may be attributed to reducing the use of continuous agricultural enhancements such as fertilizers and pesticides, reducing the impact on the environment. More than 50 percent of this province’s arable land has been built to a high standard of dry and flood-proof farmland, the effective use coefficient of farmland irrigation water has reached 0.57, the use of fertilizers and pesticides has been growing negatively for six consecutive years, and the utilization rate of livestock and poultry manure has exceeded 76 percent, while the utilization rate of crop stalks has exceeded 88 percent.

It can be seen that the richness of arable land resources can indeed limit the level of green agricultural development, but the backwardness of arable land resources is not enough to lead to the worst level of green agricultural development.

**Figure 6.** Spatial distribution of the development level of AGD.
From the perspective of the change in the score gap between the two systems in each province, 77% of provinces displayed a decrease in the score gap between the two systems of the digital economy and agricultural green development during the period of 2012–2021 (the closer the value is to 0, the more the gap decreases), and only three provinces displayed an increase in the score gap. Therefore, in order to carry out a more detailed analysis, this study classified the regions with a score difference between the digital economy and agricultural green development systems higher than 0.1 or lower than −0.1 as displaying unbalanced development of the two systems. According to the classification rule, it can be seen that in 2012, 10 out of 13 provinces had uneven development between the two systems, accounting for 77%. By 2021, only 6 of the 13 provinces had unbalanced development of the two systems, accounting for 46%, a reduction of more than 40% in a decade. According to this development trend, a reasonable conclusion can be established: as time goes on, information will become smoother, resource allocation will become more reasonable, agricultural production will become more sustainable, rural living standards will be further improved, and eventually all provinces will achieve balanced development of the two systems.

Regarding the overall gap between the two systems in the provinces over the 10-year study period, it can be seen that the score difference between the two systems in most provinces is negative. This indicates that as far as the two subsystems of this study are concerned, most regions are still in a relatively backward state of digital economic development, and only one province, Jiangsu Province, displays development of the digital economic system that is ahead of the agricultural green development system. Therefore, in order to truly achieve the goal of balanced development of the two systems, local governments should focus on improving the coordination ability of infrastructure construction, service environment, talent teams, and other aspects of the digital economy in their future development plans so that the digital economy can be combined with the regional comparative advantages of the agricultural industry in accordance with local conditions so as to obtain the best development benefits of the digital economy, further narrowing the development gap between the two systems.

5.4. Development Level of CCD
5.4.1. Change in CCD over Time

Figure 8 depicts the CCD results of the two systems of the digital economy and agricultural green development over time in 13 provinces in China’s main grain-producing areas. The core idea of “system theory” can be summarized as follows: any system is an indivisible whole formed by the interconnections and interactions between its constituent elements. In addition, the system, as an organic whole, performs functions that cannot be performed by the constituent elements in isolation. In short, “system theory” emphasizes
not only the importance of the whole but also the importance of the optimal combination of the constituent elements of a system. The above core concepts are in line with the actual situation described in this paper. Therefore, if the results of CCD are analyzed from the perspective of “systems theory”, they can demonstrate the following:

(1) The principles of wholeness, openness, and dynamics emphasized in “system theory” reveal that the components of a system will interact with each other to achieve the transition from disordered to orderly and coordinated development. In this study, China’s main grain-producing areas achieved different degrees of CCD increases over the ten-year study period, generally transforming the two subsystems from “uncoordinated” to “coordinated”. This shows that the digital economy promoted the transition of agricultural development to greening through the innovation of digital technology, and the green development of agriculture provided a broader application space for the development of the digital economy through the improvement of the environment and other means. This causes the initial penetration and coordinated development between the two relatively independent subsystems through interaction.

(2) The principles of self-organization, feedback, and hierarchical structures in systems theory combine to show that systems develop a stable and sustainable developmental structure due to the presence of multiple feedback mechanisms between the various elements over time. In this study, the CCD scores continue to rise after reaching the “coordinated” level, which confirms the above viewpoint of system theory. Specifically, new science and technology brought by the development of the digital economy will directly improve the level of the “advanced technology and industrial upgrading” indicator of agricultural green development, which will in turn promote the development of the whole agricultural green development system. The effectiveness of agricultural green development will in turn provide new development opportunities regarding the “Environment” indicator of the digital economy, thus promoting the development of the entire digital economic system. It is the establishment of a virtuous circle such as the above that causes the interaction between these two subsystems to continue to increase, prompting the coupling degree of coordination to continue to rise, leading to the self-optimization and development of the system.

5.4.2. Spatial Evolution of CCD

The scores of CCD in the first and last years within the scope of this study are compared in space (Figures 9 and 10). It can be seen more intuitively that CCD improved in every region during the study period, and the coupling and coordinated development of the digital economy and agricultural green development in China’s major grain-producing areas have already provided initial results. However, the amplitude of CCD improvement varies greatly among different regions, and the results of provinces located in coastal areas are obviously better than those in Northeast China.
prevent “technology spillover” from being wasted, narrow the CCD score gap between regions, and jointly promote the coupling and coordinated development of the digital economy and the agricultural industry.

5.5. Gray Correlation Degree (GCD)

In order to conduct a deeper analysis of the CCD results calculated in the above section, the gray correlation degree (GCD) method is further used in this study to identify the major influencing factors between the two systems. The grey correlation degree matrix for 2012 (Figure 11) and 2021 (Figure 12) is obtained as follows: the larger the GCD score of each indicator or variable is, the more obvious the interaction relationship and the correlation are. The main influencing factors are highlighted by color.

A representative coastal area is Jiangsu Province, whose CCD developed from “Barely coordinated” to “Superior coordinated”, which is the best CCD result among all provinces in this study scope. This result can also be confirmed in the results of the previous sections of this study. In other words, Jiangsu Province displays the best development of the digital economy, while its agricultural green development performance is also among the best, and the scores of the two systems do not show significant lag in the horizontal comparison of the 13 provinces.

Heilongjiang Province is a representative of the unsatisfactory CCD results in Northeast China. Its score can also be seen in previous sections. While its score for the digital economy system ranks at the bottom in the whole research scope, its score for the agricultural green development system ranks first in the research scope; the development of these two systems appears extremely unbalanced and there is an extreme lagging phenomenon in the horizontal comparison of the 13 provinces.
In addition to the great difference between the highest score and the lowest score, the score span of CCD among other provinces in the study area is quite broad. This shows that even though the digital economy and agricultural green development both display a “technology spillover effect”, it still takes some time or corresponding measures to promote communication and cooperation among provinces in major grain-producing areas such as resource sharing, information exchange, and system construction. In this way, we can give full play to the positive role of “positive externalities” for neighboring provinces, prevent “technology spillover” from being wasted, narrow the CCD score gap between regions, and jointly promote the coupling and coordinated development of the digital economy and the agricultural industry.

5.5. Gray Correlation Degree (GCD)

In order to conduct a deeper analysis of the CCD results calculated in the above section, the gray correlation degree (GCD) method is further used in this study to identify the major influencing factors between the two systems. The grey correlation degree matrix for 2012 (Figure 11) and 2021 (Figure 12) is obtained as follows: the larger the GCD score of each indicator or variable is, the more obvious the interaction relationship and the correlation are. The main influencing factors are highlighted by color.

Figure 11. Grey correlation degree matrix of the DE and AGD in 2012.

5.5.1. Influencing Factors of the Digital Economy on Agricultural Green Development

In 2012, the main influence of the digital economy on the greening of agriculture was the “Output (DE-4)” indicator of the digital economy system, which describes the results of the development of the digital economy. In this indicator, the variable “Number of invention patent applications (granted) (DE-43)” has a GCD of 0.86, which is the highest GCD value among the three variables of the “Output (DE-4)” indicator. This variable can relatively intuitively reflect the level of innovative science and technology development and transformation in the region in that year. This shows that in 2012, the improvement in science and technology brought about by the development of the digital economy was the main way in which the digital economy influenced the green development of agriculture. In addition, although the variable “Number of postal and express parcels (ten thousand pieces) (DE-22)” is not included in the “Output” indicator, its GCD is as high as 0.79. This variable can be a more intuitive response to the degree of public use of e-commerce in the region, which is an important channel for the integration of the digital economy and the
traditional real industry and is an important part of the environment for the development of the digital economy. This shows that, in 2012, the change in the degree of public adoption of this newly emerging economic model can influence the effect of the digital economy to empower the green development of agriculture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GCD</th>
<th>DE-1</th>
<th>DE-2</th>
<th>DE-3</th>
<th>DE-4</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGD-1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-12</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-13</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-14</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-15</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-16</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-22</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-23</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-24</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-3</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-31</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-32</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD-33</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Grey correlation degree matrix of the DE and AGD in 2021.

In 2021, the indicator with the highest GCD score among the four indicators of the digital economy system was the “Input (DE-3)” indicator. This means that, after ten years of development, the existing digital technology had been rapidly popularized and applied to all aspects of agricultural green development following the development of the digital economy. Therefore, by 2021, the existing scientific and technological achievements of the digital economy could not meet the increasingly strong demand for digital technology in agricultural green development. Thus, the input strength of the digital economy becomes a new important influencing factor affecting the green development of agriculture. In terms of specific variables, “R&D expenditure of industrial enterprises above designated size (DE-31)” has the highest GCD score among the three variables included in the “Input (DE-3)” indicator. This variable can reflect the intensity of these industrial enterprises’ investment in exploring new science and technology such as efficient agricultural machinery and equipment, environmentally friendly agricultural production methods, intelligent agricultural management systems, etc., and even indirectly reflect the importance of society as a whole to scientific innovation. This further confirms that financial support for scientific and technological innovation and research is particularly important in the process of the digital economy affecting the green development of agriculture innovation.

5.5.2. Influencing Factors of Agricultural Green Development on the Digital Economy

In 2012, the indicator “advanced technology and industrial upgrading (AGD-3)” in the agricultural green development system had the highest GCD score. It can be seen that the urgent demand for advanced technology and industrial upgrading in agricultural green development is the main influencing factor promoting the development of the digital economy, because this indicator can comprehensively reflect the degree of application of environmentally friendly science and technology in all aspects of agricultural production and the rationality and scientificity of the current agricultural industrial structure. It is a central indicator in the green development of agriculture. Specifically, the GCD score of the variable “the proportion of facility agriculture (AGD-33)” is higher than the GCD...
scores of the other three specific variables in the indicator, and even the highest GCD score of almost all variables in the whole agricultural green development system in that year. This variable refers to a new production technology system that is highly dependent on advanced industrial production methods. Thanks to its ability to efficiently utilize clean energy sources such as solar and wind, it is able to meet the diversified and multi-level demands of the agricultural market without burdening the sustainable development of agriculture. The fact that this variable has the highest correlation with the digital economy system further confirms that the process of transforming agricultural production methods to sustainable ones will provide more application scenarios for the digital economy, thus promoting its development.

After 10 years of development, the indicator with the highest impact factor was “resource utilization and environmental protection (AGD-1)”. This indicator reflects the main issues to be addressed in the process of transforming agricultural production in a sustainable way. It shows that in the process of green development of agriculture, whether resources can be utilized scientifically and rationally and whether the environment can be effectively protected and improved will provide a particularly important foundation and guarantee for the development of the digital economy in the future.

In a nutshell, the changes in the main influencing factors in the ten-year study period reveal that the sustainable development of agriculture relies heavily on the scientific and technological development brought about by the development of the digital economy. At the same time, the strengthening of resource utilization and environmental protection should be prioritized so that the development of the digital economy can be empowered more effectively through the green development of agriculture, in order to achieve the future development of the two subsystems with efficient mutual promotion and efficient synergistic development, and ultimately achieve a high level of sustainable agricultural development.

5.6. Discussion

This chapter discusses and explains the research results of this paper and presents several new discussion topics in order to provide new working ideas for policymakers.

(1) The three provinces with the least favorable CCD are all located in the northeast, a result that reflects the serious imbalance in development between the two subsystems (the level of green development in agriculture is significantly better than the level of development of the digital economy). This serious imbalance reveals that the challenges faced by these regions in promoting the digital transformation of agriculture will be exceptionally difficult. Therefore, policymakers in these regions should focus their efforts on strengthening the digital economy’s infrastructure, improving digital economy-related policies and systems, and building a professional and large-scale digital workforce to make up for the shortcomings that hinder the development of the digital economy. In this way, not only will the social benefits of the digital economy rise dramatically, but the coordinated development of the digital economy and agricultural green development of the two systems will also expand, adding a new impetus to the development of the regional agricultural economy and providing strong support for the sustainable development of the social economy.

(2) The CCD level is highest in Jiangsu Province, where pesticide and chemical fertilizer application is quite high (in 2020, Jiangsu’s arable land fertilizer application was higher than the national average by nearly 57%, and its pesticide application was higher than the national average by nearly 51%); however, in the evaluation of the green development of agriculture, the results are still excellent due to the green development of agriculture through the region’s digital economy, with very high positive externalities. This has enabled this region to achieve better scores in other indicators of the agricultural green development subsystem, such as green finance and agricultural science and technology innovation, which more than compensate for the negative impact of pesticide and fertilizer use on its agricultural green development scores. Therefore, if the policymakers in these regions
can pay more attention to the management of agricultural surface pollution in their future development planning, this will not only help to promote their own agricultural green development, but also further improve the coordination between the digital economy and agricultural green development in the region, and even inject new impetus for the development of the agricultural economy in other regions outside the region.

(3) By analyzing the provinces with medium to high CCD ratings, it can be seen that these regions are generally characterized by the synchronized and balanced development of the two subsystems of the digital economy and agricultural green development, and the development level of one subsystem alone is neither outstanding nor lagging behind. On the one hand, this further illustrates that if we want to realize mutual complementarity and mutual promotion through the coupled and coordinated development of various subsystems within the system, the two subsystems should complement each other in terms of the development trend and make progress together. On the other hand, it is recognized that the digital economy has a “threshold effect”, and if the development of the digital economy system in the region has not yet “crossed the threshold”, and there is no obvious “technological spillover” [31], the degree of coupling coordination will naturally be low. Therefore, the above conclusion can be generalized by combining the “wholeness” emphasized in system theory: a high level of coupled and coordinated development is needed to satisfy the conditions of “no absolute shortcomings” and a “common progress trend” at the same time. The good coupling and coordination of the elements within the system will bring about the optimization and enhancement of the function of the whole system, and this optimization and enhancement often exceeds the effect of the two systems acting individually, i.e., the system has the effect of ‘1 + 1 > 2’.

(4) According to the change in the calculation results of CCD and the change in the overall level of grey correlation degree in this study, it can be seen that in the transition from uncoordinated to coordinated CCD, not only do the main influencing factors of the two systems change, but the overall correlation degree of the two systems also shows a downward trend. However, this is not a contradiction, and the phenomenon may be better understood by means of physics: in the stage of coupling coordination from scratch, a strong correlation needs to be established between the two systems to ensure cooperative operation. This is like when a car starts without considering air resistance—it needs to overcome static friction, and it needs more “power” (that is correlation) to establish and maintain this coordination relationship. However, as the coupling coordination degree rises, the collaborative operation between the two systems gradually becomes smoother, and the connection between variables may no longer need to be as close as in the initial stage. This is like when the car enters a running state, where rolling friction replaces static friction, which is usually greater than sliding friction, so the engine needs to provide less power—that is, the correlation between the variables will be weakened. In addition, from the “systems theory” perspective, the overall decrease in the degree of relatedness can be attributed to the obvious role of the feedback principle in systems theory. That is, in the process of increasing the coordination of the system, certain negative feedback may have occurred, leading to a decrease in the degree of inter-system correlation. For example, over-coordination may lead to too much dependence between systems, where a small fluctuation in one variable may have a large impact on another system, which in turn affects the correlation of the whole system.

6. Conclusions

In this study, the evaluation index system for the digital economy and agricultural green development was constructed after first theoretically analyzing the mechanism of the role between the two systems of the digital economy and agricultural green development. Then, with panel data from China’s main grain-producing areas, EW-TOPSIS was used to provide a comprehensive score for the two systems and compare their development trends over time and the development gap between regions. On this basis, a coupled coordination model was constructed to explore the dynamic evolution of the coordinated development
of the two systems. After that, the grey correlation reading method was used to explore
the main influencing factors of the interaction between the two systems in depth, and
suggestions to improve the level of coupling coordination development when discussing
the noteworthy phenomena were put forward. The main findings are as follows:

1. The level of digital economy and agricultural green development in China’s main
grain-producing areas generally displayed an upward trend over the decade from
2012 to 2021. The number of provinces lagging behind in the development of the
digital economy was greater than the number of provinces lagging behind in the
development of the agricultural industry, so the overall development of the digital
economy relatively lagged behind. The development level of both subsystems showed
a clear gap between different regions, and the northeast region should address the
shortcomings in its digital economic development as soon as possible, while the
economically developed coastal regions should work on their sustainable agricultural
production methods.

2. The degree of coupling and coordination between the digital economy and agricultural
green development systems in China’s major grain-producing regions was generally
on an upward trend in the decade from 2012 to 2021, with all provinces eventually
having a “coordinated development” rating. Different regions displayed different
rates of increase in CCD, and the gap between the first- and last-ranked CCD scores
was very obvious. Therefore, policymakers should work on promoting synergistic
development among different regions so that regions that have already achieved a
high level of coordination can help regions with a lower level of coordination through
“technological spillovers” and so on, in order to achieve common prosperity.

3. In 2012, the digital economy influenced the greening of agriculture mainly through its
outputs. The green development of agriculture mainly affected the development of the
digital economy through the application of advanced agricultural technology and
the process of upgrading the agricultural industry. This shows that, in 2012, the output
results of the existing inputs in the digital economy had an obvious positive effect on
the green development of agriculture, and the green development of agriculture was
positively affected by the “technological spillover” effect of the digital economy.

4. In 2021, the main influencing factor of the digital economy system on the agricultural
green development system became the “Input” indicator of the digital economy
system. The main influence of the agricultural green development system on the
digital economy system became the indicator “Resource utilization and environmental
protection” in the agricultural green development system. This proves that, after 10
years of development, there is still a need for more targeted investment in science
and technology applicable to agriculture in order to meet the demand for new science
and technology for the greening of agriculture. As for the green development of
agriculture, it is necessary to pay more attention to the effectiveness of environmental
protection and the rationality and scientifi city of resource utilization in order to make
the digital economy in China’s main grain-producing areas and the green development
of agriculture more coordinated.
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